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23 // ROOSTER FEATURE // 24

hey may not have much in the way of money, equipment or people, but Ken Wu says big tree hunting is 
drawing attention to the plight of old growth forests. Wu, the former public face for the Western Canada 
Wilderness Committee, helped found a splinter group three months ago called the Ancient Forest 
Alliance. On a shoestring budget and spending weekends tromping through remote forests on the south 
Island, the group is the new watchdog for the back country. 
Near Port Renfrew, Wu said they’ve located and documented some of the biggest trees in Canada, 
notably in an area nicknamed “Avatar Grove” after the popular sci-fi movie. They’ve also found clearcut 
remains of what they are calling “Canada’s biggest stumps.” 
In April in Gordon River Valley north of Port Renfrew, the group found stumps up to 15 feet in diameter 
cut within tree farm licence 46, under the tenure of Teal Jones. 

Wu argues that the forest industry should focus on second growth and value-added timber products. “There are 
few jurisdictions of governments that feel companies are entitled to take 1,000 year old-growth that are taller than 
a skyscraper,” Wu said. “To be cutting down 2,000-year-old trees is nuts.”
Wu helped found the AFA with the specific intent to avoid charitable status to allow it to be politically active. The 
group recently demonstrated outside the office of Liberal MLA Ida Chong, calling for better protection of old 
growth forests. 
Photographer and big tree hunter TJ Watt, of Metchosin, found Avatar Grove last December, calling it comparable 
to the popular Cathedral Grove forest near Port Alberni.  
“We feel the photo aspect brings eyes and ears to areas that normally go unprotected, but are relatively close at 
the same time. We want to show what is going on in our backyard.” //
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